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Bulk containers and pallets

BLACK

 Robust and stable design
 Smooth internal walls
for easy cleaning

Foldable bulk containers and plastic pallets

FKB foldable bulk containers
Lightweight, secure, stable, stackable, with large drop gate and
space-saving turn/push lid. Environmentally-friendly container in Euro
dimensions, can be folded to a third of the size for return trip and
storage, can be picked up using a forklift from any side.
Drop gate for easy loading and unloading, individual parts easy to
replace, but are secured tightly for return transport. On request,
can also be locked and sealed to protect against theft.

FKB 12

The container is the ideal design for transporting small parts. Use
as a bulk material container is also possible, but this is dependent
on the density of the bulk material. Suitability for specific applications
should be checked by the user.
FKB 12:
External dimensions when folded: L 1200 x W 800 x H 330 mm
Empty weight: 40 kg
Max. payload: 500 kg
Material:
Polypropylene, grey
FKB 08:
External dimensions when folded up: L 800 x W 600 x H 387 mm
Empty weight: Approx. 25 kg
Max. payload: 300 kg
Material:
Black polyethylene, grey polypropylene

FKB 08

Other accessories available on request.
Item

External dim.
L x W x H (mm)

Internal dim.
L x W x H (mm)

Capacity
(litre)

FKB 12

1200 x 800 x 1022

1140 x 740 x 820 approx. 700

FKB 08

800 x 600 x 1022

740 x 540 x 820 approx. 330

Order no.

16595
16495

Pallet LTS-P 815
The raised outer edge of the pallet
prevents items from sliding off

These polypropylene pallets are ideally suited for carrying heavy
loads. The stacked paletts can be handled by manual or automated
aisle stacker crane with telescope or fixed forks. The LTS pallet can
be used in combination with MF, LTF, LTS, KLT and Euro-Fix containers.
Pallets can be easily stacked when empty or full.
Longitudinal runners on the base make the LTS pallet ideal for use
with roller tracks, link conveyors, lifting platforms etc.
Material: Polypropylene, yellow.

Item

External dim.
L x W x H (mm)

Load
(kg)

Order no.

LTS-P 815

800 x 600 x 150

250

37200

Grip groove
for mini-load
system
Accessible by
forklift from all sides

Two label holders are located along
one side. On the other side, there
is another label holder as well as
a holder for electronic control tabs

Plastic pallets
With 3 lengthwise skids, compatible with plastic containers
in Euro dimensions.
Low weight and low structural height makes these pallets suitable
for multi-way transport.
Load: dynamic 850 kg.
Material: Recycled PE, black.
Shelf-compatible and conductive (ESD) models on request.
Weight
(kg)

Order no.

1200 x 1800 x 145

12,5

1200 x 1000 x 145

15,0

16578
16588

Item

External dim.
L x W x H (mm)

PK 1208
PK 1210

A93

